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<Structural bay detail, Claiborne School project
Fall 2008

Section, Bi-Mix House Project, Winter 2008
Single shared house + workspace on Leake Avenue
for writer and composer. Includes shared and private
living areas, work studios, and a performance space for
composer.
Model of floors, ramp system and educational areas for
Knowlton School of Architecture (precedent study)

CLAIBORNE SCHOOL, FALL 2008
The elementary school is built to accommodate up
to five hundred students each day. To represent
both the mass of people being educated and the
need to keep them safe, I chose a sturdy monolithic
form type. The main concept of this project is carving--achieving complex form by subtracting volume
from a simple block. Several factors affected the
evolution of the carved types. Initially, notable visual
“thoroughfares” created by site context as well as
finding the site’s “heavier” side gave rise to the first
conceptual forms. As the scheme developed, issues such as sun control and daylight, varied outdoor program use, and separation of certain program elements continued to carve pieces away from
the monolithic form.
The result of this process yields a building with hard
skin that is removed at important points to reveal
the softer “flesh” of the building, like a fruit’s tough
rind partially removed or a rocky geode cracked
open to reveal its delicate crystals. This manifests
itself in different functions: egress points, various
outdoor teaching spaces, a central leisure courtyard, and strategic “punctures” in the Claiborne
façade which peer into the shared teaching support
areas.
Using the metaphor of a geode, the Willow elevation is carved more extensively to reflect the smaller
scale of the neighborhood side through careful
chipping of the mass. Thus, the Claiborne elevation
reflects the “heavier” side of the site in terms of contextual structure. Clad in zinc, the Claiborne side is
the ore, whereas the Willow side reveals the crystal
embedded in the rock.
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CONVERGE/CONCEAL
POEYFARRE LOFTS
SPRING 2008
The idea behind this multi-unit
housing was to emphasize the
converging, wedgelike nature of
the site in the Warehouse district.
In an area that has experienced
much rebirth in the past several
years, artists and young professionals seem to cross paths just
as old factories play host to new
luxury housing, shopping, and
upscale dining establishments.
This project included 9 studio
apartment units, a gallery, bamboo garden, coffee shop, small
fitness center, and rooftop lap
pool. The facility was meant to
“converge” the ideas of luxury
living with affordability and practicality, and to conceal the private
living spaces of residents via a
sloping, carved roof structure
while offering the public access
to their creativity.
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Ferry Terminal
Fall 2006
Situated in a
parklike setting, the
project explores the
transitional
elements,
thresholds, and
boundaries.

